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Abstract. In this work, we propose a model for self-consistent calculation of the
cathodoluminescence intensity, which has been used to study surface defects in GaAs materials.
In this model, we have taken into account the influence of surface defects on the electron beam
parameters (energy Eo, intensity Ip) and the depletion region (Zd ). Without introducting the
concept of a ‘dead layer’, we have calculated the dependence of the CL intensity on the surface
parameters (defect density Nt and energy level associated Et ). By comparison of the experimental
results with the theoretical curves, some surface parameters have been derived.

1. Introduction

In all studies of cathodoluminescence (CL), the authors can differentiate between surface and
bulk phenomena. The recombination of excess carriers at the free semiconductor surface under
cathodic excitation is characterized by the recombination velocity vs [1]. Some correlations
between the CL intensity and the surface properties are explained by introduction of the concept
of a ‘dead layer’ [2–5]. The problem of interest is the dependence of the CL intensity on the
physical parameters characterizing the surface defects, i.e. density Nt , energy Et .

The dependence of vs onNt ,Et , and capture cross section σ in the case of grain boundaries
(GBs) has been studied [6], but the analytical expression given is not valid for the free
surface. The complex surface attributes of GaAs have been studied in detail [7]. The authors
have investigated low temperature excitonic behaviour and compared the CL response with
photoluminescence (PL).

A theoretical study of the electronic surface properties of GaAs is detailed in [8]; the
depletion region is assumed to be the result of the charge associated with the defect surface,
which depends on the injection conditions (i.e. primary intensity Ip, electron beam energy
Eo). Then, the dependence of the CL intensity on some physical parameters is studied [9, 10].
In this paper, we have used our model [8] to study surface defects which are characterized
by defect density Nt and an associated energy level Et . The recombination at the surface is
explained byEt , which is determined by comparison of the experiment results with theoretical
curves for different surface treatments.

2. Theory

The theory assumes that the semiconductor GaAs is p type with acceptor concentration Na .
The free surface of the semiconductor is defined as a density of defects all with one energy
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the energy band diagram and the surface defects used in the
proposed model.

level, located atEt above the intrinsic Fermi energy (Ei) (figure 1). The surface recombination
is treated in the Shockley–Read–Hall mechanism for non-equilibrium conditions.

The absolute charge of the surface Q is given by:

Q = NaZde = Nt(1 − f )e and Zd = Nt

Na

(1 − f ). (1)

The depletion region width Zd increases linearly with Nt and depends on Et by means of f .
The occupation probability of the donor energy level f is given by [11]:

f = �n(0) + n0 + ni exp((Ei − Et)/kT )

�n(0) + n0 + �p(0) + p0 + 2ni cosh((Et − Ei)/kT )
(2)

where �n(0) and �p(0) are the electron and hole excess carrier concentrations at the surface,
respectively, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.

The electron (hole) concentration at the surface n0 (p0) is given by:

n0 = n2
i

Na

exp

(
Eb

kT

)
p0 = Na exp

(
−Eb

kT

)
(3)

where Eb is the barrier height, which is given by:

Eb = eNaZ
2
d

2ε
. (4)

The barrier height depends on Nt and Et by means of Zd .
The continuity equations of both majority and minority carriers are solved in the neutral

(bulk) and the depletion (surface) regions (figure 1).
The continuity equation can be written in the following form:

div �J = G(r)− R(r) (5)

where G(r) is the generation rate and R(r) is the recombination rate.
In the present calculation, we consider a one-dimensional problem, and the recombination

is neglected in the depletion region. Thus, the continuity equation for electron excess �n(z)
and hole excess �p(z) in the depletion region is recast in the following form:


−d2�n(z)

dz2
+ 2α(z − zd)

d�n(z)

dz
+ 2α�n(z) = G(z)

Dn

−d2�p(z)

dz2
− 2α(z − zd)

d�p(z)

dz
− 2α�p(z) = G(z)

Dp

.

(6)
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Figure 2. CL intensity measurements as a function of acceleration energy Eo before and after
surface treatment for non-deformed p-GaAs. Full lines are the results of the proposed model:
(1) Et = 1.30 eV, (2) Et = 1.33 eV. (Nt = 2 × 109 cm−2, σ = 10−16 cm2, Ln = 0.70 µm,
αb = 8 × 103 cm−1.)

Using the Einstein relation (D/µ = kT /e), α becomes equal to Nae
2/2εkT . Here Dn(p) is

the electron (hole) diffusion coefficient, and µn(p) is the mobility of an electron (hole). The
analysis, assumptions and the solution of the continuity equations (6) are detailed in [8].

In the neutral region, the carriers flux is due to the diffusion component of the minority
carriers, and the majority carriers follow this in order to maintain the local charge neutrality.
The continuity equation is:

−Dn

d2�n(z)

dz2
= G(z)− �n(z)

τn
(7)

where τn is the lifetime of minority carriers which is related to diffusion length (Ln) by

Ln =
√
Dnτn. (8)

The general solution of the continuity equation (7) is

�n(z) = Bn exp

[
− (z − zd)

Ln

]
+

Ln

2Dn

∫ z

Zd

G(z′)
{

exp

(
−|z − zd |

Ln

)

− exp

[
− (z + z′ − 2zd)

Ln

] }
dz′ (9)

where Bn is the electron concentration at the limit of the depletion region

Bn = �n(z = zd). (10)

The cathodoluminescence intensity Icl comes only from the recombination of excess carriers
in the neutral region (the recombination is neglected in the depletion region) and it is given by

Icl ∝
∫ ∞

zd

�n(z)

τn
exp(−αbz) dz. (11)
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Figure 3. CL intensity measurements as a function of acceleration energy Eo before and
after surface treatment for deformed p-GaAs. Full lines are the results of proposed model:
(1) Et = 1.30 eV, (2) Et = 1.33 eV. (Nt = 2 × 109 cm−2, σ = 2 × 10−16 cm2, Ln = 0.55 µm,
αb = 104 cm−1.)

Here, αb is the absorption coefficient. The CL intensity depends on surface defects by means
of Zd .

3. Results and discussion

Two samples of p-GaAs have been investigated, deformed and non-deformed, with acceptor
concentration Na = 1016 cm−3. Two surfaces are compared: one is non-treated and the other
is chemically polished with H2SO4:H2O2:H2O (9:1:1) for two minutes and finally rinsed with
deionized water.

CL measurements have been performed at room temperature. The primary electron beam
intensity was 15 nA, with an electron energy ranging from 5 to 40 keV.

The numerical results show that the surface defects (characterized byNt andEt ) modify the
profiles of excess carriers, which themselves affect the CL intensity [9, 10]. The experimental
dependence on electron beam energy of CL intensity obtained for non-deformed p-GaAs is
given in figure 2. The results for the deformed sample are shown in figure 3. The full lines are
the result of model calculations. In all cases, after chemical treatment of the surface, the CL
intensity increases. This behaviour is due to the change of the surface recombination velocity.
In our case, this change is due to the energy levelEt , which explains the surface recombination.
For this reason, the adjustment between the numerical results and experimental data has been
obtained by a change in energy level Et . The surface recombination becomes important when
the energy level Et is near to the middle of the gap.

For the deformed sample, we have found the same behaviour. The treated surface presents
a low surface recombination, and the energy level Et is close to the conduction band. But
some changes have been introduced to the capture cross-section (σ = 2 × 10−16 cm−2), the
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absorption coefficient (αb = 104 cm−1) and the diffusion length (Ln = 0.55µm). The capture
cross section is generally linked to both defect and its environment [12]. The defects introduce
a stress field which itself modifies the gap [13]. Similarly, extended defects which have been
introduced by high temperature plastic deformation reduce the CL intensity [14, 15].

4. Conclusion

A model of self-consistent calculation of the free semiconductor surface under cathodic
excitation is proposed. In this model, the recombination at the surface is characterized by
an energy level Et associated with surface defects (Nt ) and a capture cross-section σ . The
comparison between the numerical results and experimental data gives a good estimation of
these parameters.
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